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Hot Take: 

Personality TV
How reality TV has shifted from creating 
influencers to recruiting themA
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Personality TV

Reality television and influencer 
culture are growing ever closer.

When drama and conflict drive 
clicks, the value of ready-made 
stars and their existing network of 
connections means reality shows 
are becoming dependent on 
influencers.

The genre is at a crossroads. 
Double down on ‘reality’ and 
scripted drama or return to a true 
reality where a hidden camera tells 
the whole story.

Implications–
Reality TV is a dynamic, ever-changing genre. Here’s how best to engage 
with this passionate fan base…

01. Human touch
Be memorable and make us care. Scripted or not, protagonist or antagonist, 
audiences want to feel a connection with contestants. From people we love (Dani 
Dyer) or love to hate (Jade Goody), these are the contestants who drive attention, 
conversation, clicks and feeling.

02. Trends, moments and memes for all
Love Island has become a cultural phenomenon with trends, moments and memes 
that resonate well beyond the world of reality television. Visitors to r/loveislandtv are 
highly active in sport, fashion, news, regional and film communities (among others). 
Brands can tap into these shows and reach huge, diverse audiences.

03. Global connections
Reddit allows any local market success to become a global hit. From r/loveislandtv to 
r/terracehouse and r/loveisblindonnetflix, these shows succeed by engaging on a 
universal human level, regardless of country or culture. Engaging with Love Island 
means you’re connecting with a global audience.

04. Maximise the off-season
Reality fans have an insatiable appetite for content. When they’re not watching the 
latest series they’re looking for alternatives or catching up on past seasons. A 
drip-feed of updates and exclusives during the off-season can provide an always-on 
experience and add even more hype to the latest releases.
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Source: r/unpopularopinion

‘There’s nothing better than winding down after a long day of having 
to use your brain with some mindless entertainment.

Love Island, Real Housewives, Survivor, I love it all.

Do I think it’s intellectual, awe inspiring content? No.

But must it be? No!

It’s fine to enjoy relaxing with mindless entertainment. It’s really 
funny and interesting and entertaining, and that’s what it should be’
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Now: What’s Happening?

Path to
Stardom
Trend Summary: Reality television is a launchpad to 
global stardom. But has the relationship between 
reality TV and influencer culture grown too close for 
comfort?

Love Island launched numerous stars into orbit. 
Molly-May Hague made waves at PrettyLittleThing and 
infamously declared that “we all have the same 24 
hours in a day”, Tommy Fury is touching gloves with 
YouTube megastar Jake Paul and Dani Dyer has joined 
her dad as a podcast and TV star.

They all started with significant social followings, and 
influencers like these are ideal for reality TV. 
Comfortable in the limelight, confident in front of a 
camera with famous connections to offer support.

But fans are split. Some encourage this production line 
of ready-made stars ready to break-out while others are 
looking for more ‘reality’ in their reality TV.

Source: Social Blade, 2018-2022
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Molly-May Hague has acquired 
over six million Instagram 
followers since 2018…

…she now has three times 
as many followers as the 
official Love Island account



Influencer culture and reality TV are growing ever closer:

Source: Brandwatch, global, 2019-2022
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4x
increase in mentions of 
influencers within reality TV 
subreddits since 2019



The Origin

Reality
Rush
Reality TV exploded during the pandemic.

From Love Island to Love Is Blind and The Bachelor, 
reality TV is the perfect weekend binge watch and the 
ideal escape from real life reality.

Despite the end of lockdown, we still haven’t lost our 
love of reality TV. 2022 is set to be one of the biggest 
years yet and Love Island is the jewel in the crown.

It has become a true phenomenon. A British cultural 
staple exported around the globe, with brands, celebs 
and influencers clamouring to be involved.

Reddit’s power of community and it’s influencer-free 
environment provides a unique space for fans to 
engage and connect the global audience.

Source: Reddit Internal Global Data 2019-2022, 
Produced by Marketing Sciences

Visitors to Reality TV subreddits 
have increased by +54% since 2019

2019 2020 2021

+44%
+7%

+138% increase in mentions of escapism 
keywords within reality TV subreddits 
during the height of the pandemic



Reddit is the perfect hub for reality TV fans online:

Source: 1GlobalWebIndex, global, Q1 2022; 2Reddit internal tools, global, 2021 

60%
of redditors are 
reality TV fans1

Produced by Marketing Sciences

Reddit searches for Love 
Island increase to over 100K 
during broadcast months2

+347% increase vs. 
the monthly average



Love Island has become a truly global brand:

Source: Reddit internal data, r/loveislandtv, May 2021-May 2022
Produced by Marketing Sciences
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62% of all r/loveislandtv visitors 
come from outside the UK. Reddit’s 
power of community provides a hub 
that connects the global audience

% of r/loveislandtv visitors



Next: What’s Coming

Controversy
Creates Clicks
Even if we don’t want to admit it, one thing we all love 
about reality TV is the drama.

It’s in our nature to pick our side, defend our team and 
watch the outcome. That’s why we have our favourite 
football teams or sports stars. That edge of your seat 
conflict translates perfectly to reality TV.

It’s always driven by a subject we all relate to: love and 
relationships. A quarter of all redditors who discussed 
reality TV have mentioned love, relationships or sex. 
The volume of these conversations continues to rise.

As long as our insatiable appetite for conflict continues, 
producers will continue to feed it. We say we want 
genuine, honest contestants and we do… sometimes… 
but we also need a backstabber, a cheater and a liar.

The best reality TV stars are those who gain our 
sympathy… or our ire.

Source: Brandwatch, global, 2019-2022
Produced by Marketing Sciences
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Genuine, positive 
personality traits

Conflict driven 
personality traits

66% 62% 65% 66%

34% 38% 35% 34%

Love Island contestants who drive conflict and 
drama generate twice as much conversation as 
those who are considered honest and genuine

%
 share of Love Island conversations



Love and romance are the key drivers of conflict and drama. 
We become emotionally invested in these relationships:

Source: Brandwatch, global, Jan-Jun 2022, Jun 2019-May 2022
Produced by Marketing Sciences

…conversations about love and romance in 
reality TV shows have increased year-on-year

25%
of all redditors on 
reality TV subreddits 
are talking about love, 
romance or sex…

2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022

+8%
+17%



Future: Where It’s Going

Hyper-reality
Television
New technologies and our always-on culture means 
that the future of reality TV is at a crossroads.

Virtual reality, the Metaverse, video gaming and eSports 
could tie together to create hyper-reality TV.

Reality shows where contestants are not wannabe 
influencers or celebrity kids but us, the viewer. Real 
people on our own quest for love, popularity or just a 
big pot of cash… and not led by a script or producer.

This reality television can be a truly global event, using 
technology to draw viewers and contestants from 
around the world to compete.

Perhaps the future is more simple. A return to the 
beginning. Back to the original Big Brother’s fly-on-the 
-wall ‘social experiment’. A show where nobodies do 
very little under the watchful eye of a hidden camera. 

Its simplicity sounds almost revolutionary (again).

Source: Brandwatch, global, 2020-2022
Produced by Marketing Sciences

+18%
increase in mentions 
of ‘fake’ and ‘scripted’ 
reality TV in the last 
12 months



 

Thanks!
Want to Learn More?
Rob.Gaige@Reddit.com
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